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THE MINIMAL HARMONIC FUNCnIONS 
OF SOJOURN PROCESSES 
OF CERTAIN FINITE STATE MARKOV CHAINS 
E. BOLTHAUSEN 
ABSTRACT. To a finite state, discrete time Markov chain a new chain is 
constructed which counts the number of sojourns in each state. This sojourn 
process is a transient Markov chain. The minimal harmonic functions of this 
chain are identified. 
1. Introduction. Let I be a finite set of s states and Zn, n E N be a sequence 
of independent identically distributed I-valued random variables and let 
Pi = Pr(Zn = i). To Zn we associate a sequence of random variables Xn = 
X . .. X)) with values in N'o (No the set of nonnegative integers) by 
n 
Xi= 1i(Zm). 
m=1 
Clearly, Xn is a transient Markov chain. D. Blackwell and D. Kendall 
calculated in [1] the Martin boundary of this chain. (See also [5, p. 394].) 
(Actually, Blackwell and Kendall calculated the Martin boundary of Polya's 
urn scheme, but it turns out that Polya's urn scheme is a h-path-transforma- 
tion of Xn.) The boundary can be identified with the simplex 
t=(t = (t, .. * * ts): O < ti, ti=1) 
The minimal nonnegative harmonic function corresponding to t E A., is given 
by 
S 
Two 3 (xl,9 ... ., X.) (tilPir.i 
It is the purpose of this paper to generalize this result to the case where Zn 
is a finite state Markov chain with all transition probabilities nonvanishing. 
To such a chain we associate Xn as above, but one has to take the joint 
variables Yn = (Xn, Zn) to get a Markov chain. We call Yn the sojourn 
process of Zn. The minimal nonnegative harmonic functions again correspond 
bijective to points in Al, but the connection is more complicated. 
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2. Notations and statements. Let I = { 1, . . ., s} be as above and P = 
(P)iJE1 be a matrix of transition probabilities on I which all are nonvanish- 
ing. Let Si E No have components 0 except the jth which is 1. To P we 
associate a transition probability matrix Q on I = No x I: if x, y E N'o then 
_ J{p, if y = x + 6, 
q(x,),(Yj)-0 else. 
We call a function h: I -- R+ harmonic if for all (x, i) E I, 
h(x, i) = E pijh(x + 6j,j) = E q(x,i),(Y,])h(y, j) 
jEI (y,i)EI 
(We shall only consider nonnegative harmonic functions.) Let 9C denote the 
set of harmonic functions which are not identically 0. A harmonic function h 
is called minimal if whenever h' E 9C and h' < h (i.e., h'(x, i) < h(x, i) for all 
(x, i) E I) then there is a constant c > 0 with h' = ch. Let JCe be the set of 
minimal harmonic functions. 
We shall give a complete description of the elements in Ce 
If u = (ul, . . ., u.) E (R+)s - {O} let v = (vl, . . ., v,) be defined by vi= 
jp,,uj. u and v will always be connected in this way. Clearly, from the 
assumption thatpij > 0 for all i,j E I, we have vi > 0 for all i. To u E (R+)s 
- {O} we associate a function hu: I R+ by hu(x, i) = villj(uj/vj)Xi. 
THEOREM 1. Xe = { hu: u E (R)S - {O}} . 
The proof is deferred to ?3. 
We consider now the subsets 6D = {h E 9C: h(O, 1) = 1) and 6De = 6 n 
Xe. It is easy to see that for h E 9C, h(O, 1) > 0. (In fact, if h(O, 1) = 0 then 
from h(O, 1) = Xp11h(j6,j) one obtains h(j6,j) = 0 for allj and then h(O,j) = 
O for all j and a straightforward conclusion gives h = 0.) So each h E S{C has 
a unique representation h = ch' where c > 0 and h' E 6D. 
If 9C is equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence, 6D is a 
compact convex subset of RI with 6De as the set of extremal points. Now 
hu E 6D if and only if L} =1 p1juj = 1. Let zXs = {u E (R+)s: l:p1juj = 1), then 
the topology on 6De corresponds to the usual topology on (R+)S under the 
correspondence I4, 3 u F-* hu E 6De. From general Choquet representation 
theory one thus obtains (see e.g. [2]): 
THEOREM 2. To any h E 6D there exists a unique probability measure ,u on the 
Borel sets of 4,, such that 
h(x, i) = fh"(x, i)a(du) 
for all (x, i) E I. 
One would like to have a probabilistic interpretation of the elements in A. 
Let us first fix some notations: Let 9 = INo equipped with the product 
a-algebra which we denote by 9W. For i E I let Pi be the law on (U, %) which 
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governs the Markov chain with transition probabilities pij and starting point 
i E I. Let Zn, n E N0,be the projections of 92 on its factors and let Xn be 
defined as in the introduction (X0 = 0). Then Yn = (Xn, Zn) is a transient 
Markov chain with state space I and transition probabilities q.,.. We call Yn, 
n E No the sojourn process. Actually we can start Yn in any point (x, i) E I 
simply by replacing Xn by x + Xn and starting Zn in i. We denote by Q(x, i) 
the thus induced law on INo. To u E A-. we associate Markov chain transition 
probabilities p,-' = pyu1/v,. Let vu = (,.. , Tu) be the stationary distribu- 
tion of the p,.u, that is 7Tu is the unique element in LA, (A., defined as in the 
introduction) with 7Tju = X:S_ I 7T.upu.. One thus obtains a mapping A.,: Av -v 
defined by +(u) = 7T u. 
PROPOSITION 3. ' is a homeomorphism. 
The proof is deferred to ?3. 
It is now easy to see that the h-path transformation (see, e.g., [5]) of the Yn 
process by hu is exactly the sojourn process associated with the transition 
probabilities p,,u. So to any probability measure ,t on A., there corresponds 
exactly one element in 6De namely h4-,(,,), such that the h-path transforma- 
tion of the Yn process with this element is the sojourn process of a chain with 
stationary distribution ,u. 
The present work has relations to the investigations of harmonic functions 
and Martin boundaries of the so called space-time process (Zn, n), where Zn, 
n E No are recurrent Markov chains (much more general than ours, see [6]). 
Indeed, n is simply 2s= I Xn) in our notation. So our sojourn processes 
obviously carry more information than the space-time processes. 
There is also a connection with certain conditionings investigated by 
Darroch and Seneta [3]. Let Io be a proper nonvoid subset of I and let 
T = inf{n E N: Zn E IO}. Then it is easy to see that Zo, .. . , Zn conditioned 
on { T > n} is a nonhomogeneous Markov chain. Darroch and Seneta have 
shown that for n -+ oo the transition probabilities of this chain converge to 
stationary transition probabilities q. on Io, that is, for / E Io and each 
k E No, 
lim P'(Xk+ I = jIXk = i, T > n) = qij. 
One can show that q,, = p where u = 'I [( ,t) where ,t is a probability on Io 
such that the Donsker-Varadhan information I( ,u) (see [4]) is minimal among 
probability measures which are carried by Io. 
Now T > n is simply a condition on the sojourn times of Zn: Eio X(n) = 
0. One may consider other conditionings: Let AO be a closed subset of A., and 
/ E I such that Q (0, 1)(Xn/n E AO) > 0 for sufficiently large n. Then one can 
take elementary conditionings on {Xn/n E AO}. In general, Z . . . , Zn is not 
a Markov chain, but Y0,..., Yn is. One may conjecture that, as in the 
Darroch-Seneta case, if I(,u) attains a minimum on AO which is uniquely 
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attained in t0o, then 
lim Q ")(Yk+1 = (y,j)I Yk = (x, i), X,,/n E Ao) =q nfl-+ 00(X XYj 
where q(ux i),(y,j) are constructed as above from the p,u and where u = 'L'( o). 
As far as I know, such conditionings have not been considered in the 
literature as yet. 
3. Proofs. For x E No we associate a map ox: JC 9C by (cxh)(y, i) = h(x 
+ y, i). It is obvious that 4Xh E Sk7 if h E 9C. We simply write 0i for 4*. For i E I let T,: (I)No-> No = No U { oo} be defined by 
A((x0, io), (xI, i1), . . . ) = inf{n E NO: xn,i > 1) 
where x,,,i is the ith component of xn. Clearly Ti is a stopping time for the Yn 
process and Q(x,j) (Ti < oo) = 1 for all (x,j) E I and Q(x.j)(i = 0) = 1 if 
x, > 1. For h E JC and i E I let Aih be the function IR+ defined by 
(Aih)(x,j) = E(x,j)(h(Yr,- 
where (y, 1) - = (y - Si, 1). 
LEMMA 1. If h e 9C then A,h E- C. 
PROOF. Let (x, 1) E I, 
I q(x, I (y'j)(Aih)(y,j) 
(yJ) EEI 
= 2 p,jE(x+8fj)h(Y.T - 3i) = E(x, )h(Y; - 3i) 
jEI 
where T, = max(T,, 1). Now xi = 0 if and only if Ti > 1 Q (x, l) a.s. So if xi = 0 
the above expression becomes 
E(x,l)h(Y, - d)=(Aih)(x, 1) 
and if xi > 1 it equals E(x, ')h(YI - 3i) which by harmonicity is 
h((x - 6I, 1)) = E(x l)h(Yo - 8i) = E (x')(Y 6i) = (Aih)(x, 1). 
So the lemma is proved. 
Clearly, one has for h EE 9C, 
(Aj,.kh)(x,j) = E(x j)h(Y,T) < h(x,j) (3.1) 
the last inequality because h( Y), n E No is a nonnegative martingale and T, is 
a stopping time. 
4iAih = h. (3.2) 
LEMMA 2. If h E X,e then cp h = or 0, h E 5Ce, 
PROOF. From (3.1), Aioih < h so AA41h = ch for some c E [0, 1]. If c < 1 
then it follows from the fact that (Aj4jh)(x,j) = h(x, j) for all (x, j) with 
xi > 1 that h(x,j) = 0 for xi > 1, so Aioih = 0 and therefore from (3.2), 
p1h = 0. If c = 1, let h' EE 9C, h' < 4ih. It follows that h = Ai,4h > Aih' so 
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there is a c' E [0, 1] with Aih' = ch and so h' = 4iAih' = c'cih, and it is 
proved that cih is extremal. 
LEMMA 3. Let h E 5C, and x,y E No with i,I xiy, = 0 and oxph #& 0 and 
cykh # 0. Then oxP+Yh # 0. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on Ixi = Xi,I xi. Ixi = 0 is clear. If i is 
such thatyi = 0 and xiyi = 0 and cxp+Yh #7 0 then 
Aix+,6+a+yh= =y,xAi4ih = Py+xh 
by the proof of Lemma 2. So cxp+ +yh # 0. 
LEMMA 4. 1 E 5Ce. 
PROOF. Let h E SC, h < 1. Fix a state i E I and let hi: No *R+ be defined 
by hi(x) = h(x, i). Let T0 = 0 and Tk be the time of the kth hitting of i by the 
chain Zn, n E N. It is well known that Xk - Xk l, k E N are independent 
identically distributed No valued random variables under the law Q(Y, ) for 
every y E NO. As {h(Yn), n E No) is a bounded martingale it follows that 
{hi(X,k), k E No) is a bounded martingale, so hi is bounded harmonic for the 
random walk X,,k, k E No. Our assumptions on the p. clearly imply that the 
support of the law of X - X0 generates Z' as an Abelian group. So it 
follows from the Choquet-Deny theorem (see [7, p. 135]) that hi is a constant, 
say c*. From harmonicity of h it follows that c* = jjpjjcj for all i E I, so all 
ci are the same. So h is constant and it follows that 1 E 9Ce. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. The proof splits in two parts: 
(I) For each u E (R+)s - {0), hu E Xe 
(II) If h E JCe there is an u E (R+)s - {0) with h = hu. 
Proof of (I). Let u E (R+)s -{0) and NU = {i E I: ui = 0). For i, j E N. 
let fij = p.juj/vi # 0. The -lj; i, j E Nu' form a Markov transition probability 
matrix on Nu. 
Let h E '3C, h < hu. Clearly h(x, i) = 0 if xj > 1 for some]j E Nu. It is then 
easy to see that h/hu restricted to elements (x, i), i 5 NU and xj = 0 for 
j E NU is bounded harmonic for the space time process associated to thefi. 
From Lemma 4 (applied to fp) there is a c E (0, 1] with h(x, i) = chu(x, i) for 
all (x, i) satisfying the above restriction but clearly then for all (x, i) E I as 
for the other elements both sides are 0. So hu is minimal. 
Proof of (II). Let h E Ce. It is easy to see that h(O, 1) # 0 for each / E I. 
Indeed if h(O, 1) = 0 for some / h would be identically 0. 
Let Nh = {i E I: 4ih = 0) and d = XieN6,. From Lemma 3, 4dh 0. 
Let i 5 Nk and il, . . ., ik be an enumeration of the elements of Nh' with 
ik = i. Then for x E No, 
h(x, i) > piiIpi,i2 ... Pik_likh(x + d, i). 
It follows that there is a c > 0 such that h(x, i) > ch(x + d, i) for all x and 
i 5 Nh. But then for all (x, j) E I, 
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h(x,j) = E pjih(x + 6i, i) > C E pjih(x + d+ 6i, i) = ch(x + d, i) ieNc iENk 
that is h > c4dh. As Pdh # 0 there is a cl > 0 such that h = ClcIsdh and then 
h = c,2'h. 
Let now 1, i X N,' and let i1, . .. . i2k- be a sequence of elements in Nhc 
where each element of Nhc appears exactly twice except i which appears once 
and further 12k -1 = 1. Then 
(01h)(x, 1) = h(x + i ) > I Pipl **.* Pi2k-2i2k(- Ih(X + 2d, 1) 
for each x E N'O. So it follows as above that there is a c2 > O with cp,h > 
c24d2h. From h = cl2 d2h it follows that 0d2h # 0. So from Lemma 2 it follows 
that there is a constant A, > 0 with cih = A,h. This obviously remains true for 
i E N, and Xi = 0. 
It follows that for (x, 1) E I, h(x, 1) = .X.X2. X*-h(O, 1). We further 
have the relation 
h(0, i)= p phh(6j,j)= 2 p,jhh(0,j) 
jEI jEI 
so putting ui = X?h(0, i), u = (ul, . .. , u,) one easily obtains h = hu. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. As AS and As both are compact, it suffices to 
show that I is continuous and bijective. Clearly the pJ. depend continuously 
on u E /zS and the expectation of the recurrence times depend continuously 
on the transition probabilities. So the coefficients so," of the stationary 
distribution being the inverses of the expected recurrence times depend 
continuously on u. We now prove that I is onto. First, if 'i Ee As has all 
components different from 0 it follows from Lemma 2.4 of [4] that there is a 
u E As with 7r = , u. If now 'r has some components 0, say sl ** = 'r = 
0 (1 < r < s). Then let (fij),= r+ 1,., be defined by 
P,1 
= k=r+ I Pik 
and let u = (ur?i, ... , u,) with r+ Ip juj = 1 be such that p,,u has 
stationary distribution (7Tr+, . .. , g,) on {r + 1, ... , s}. Then u = 
(O, . . ., O, u,+,, . . . , u) does it. 
It remains to show that I is 1-1. Let u, u' E A, with v u = T u'. We may 
assume that ui =# 0 for all i E I. Now pU' = (p;)(U'/U) where (u'/u)i = ui'/ui. 
So it follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.7 of [4] that 
a log ((UJ/U)( E Pjk (Uk'/Uk)) )Tu = 0 
or 
'i7T7 log(uI /u1) = ij7 log(XE PI (Ug/Uk)) j IPuk(U 
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Now if u # u' then log(kpjku(u /uk)) > kPjuk log(U2/Uk) so 
?TXju log( Uj / j) > E: ?Tj E Piuk lo9( UUk/ ) J j k 
= E 1k og(luk / uk) k 
which is a contradiction. 
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